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AIOTrade is a Java based stock technical analysis tool. This project is built on pure java and used many basic java objects. If
you want a real technical analysis tool, not only a pretty chart maker, you can think of Python, PHP, etc. AIOTrade is a java
stock charting tool based on Gann chart. You can see the detail of W.D. Gann's approach in detail. This app is purely java and
uses basic java objects like the following: ￭ Java Heap (Int, long, double, Byte, Short, String, etc) ￭ Java Ref (You can store any
Java object in the ref) ￭ Java Set ( You can remove elements from the set) ￭ Java Queue ( You can add elements to the queue )
￭ Java LinkedHashMap ( You can store any Java object in the map) ￭ Java Thread ( You can create a new thread) ￭ Java
RegExp ( You can create a regexp) ￭ Java Date ( You can create a java Date object ) ￭ Java StringBuilder ( You can create a
java StringBuilder object) ￭ Java Scanner ( You can read a java String from keyboard) ￭ JNI and JNA ( You can use C/C++
library) ￭ JNI ( You can use the C library) ￭ JNA ( You can use the C# library) Features: ￭ Support all Gann indicator
parameters. You can add a Gann indicator. ￭ You can define parameters such as: ￭ MACD, price1, price2, MACD1, MACD2,
ROC, DMI, BIAS, MTM, WMS, GANN IMPORTANT DATES, PERIODS, changeable INDICATOR ￭ Indicator parameters:
￭ MACD - MACD parameters (MA, MACD1, MACD2) ￭ OBV - Overall Balance Vector ￭ ROC - ROC parameters (Signal,
ROC1, ROC2, ROC3, ROC4, ROC5, ROC6, ROC7, ROC8) ￭ KD - KD parameters (KD1, KD2, KD3) �
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￭ MACD = Moving Average Convergence/Divergence ￭ OBV = Open/Close Volume ￭ KD = K-D Ratio ￭ BIAS = Bollinger
Band Bias ￭ ROC = Rate of Change ￭ DMI = Directional Movement Index ￭ RSI = Relative Strength Index ￭ MTM =
Momentum ￭ WMS = Williams % R ￭ GANN = Gann Angle ￭ "Important dates": ￭ Gann Angle = two decimal degree angle ￭
Golden Rate = base rate for percentage calculation ￭ Percentage = base rate for division or multiplication ￭ Period = base
period for calculation of percentage or division ￭ Periods = number of periods to calculate percentage ￭ Columns = number of
columns of different drawing types ￭ Options for different parameters: ￭ MACD = only draw MACD line, only draw MACD
line by one arrow ￭ OBV = draw OBV line (volume) ￭ KD = draw KD line (K-D line) ￭ BIAS = draw BIAS line (bollinger
band bias) ￭ ROC = draw ROC line (ratio of up,down) ￭ DMI = draw DMI line (DIRECTIONAL MOVEMENT INDEX) ￭
RSI = draw RSI line (relative strength index) ￭ MTM = draw MTM line (momentum line) ￭ WMS = draw WMS line (williams
% R line) ￭ GANN = draw GANN angle (Gann Angle line) ￭ Only draw GANN line by two arrows (as following) ￭ Columns =
Number of columns for MACD, OBV, ROC, KD, BIAS, DMI, RSI, MTM, WMS, GANN ￭ Parameters ￭ INDICATOR =
Only MACD, Only MACD by one arrow ￭ DIRECTION = Only draw line for MACD, Only draw line for MACD by one arrow
￭ PERIOD = base period for calculation of percentage or division ￭ COLUMNS = number of columns of different drawing
types � 1d6a3396d6
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W.D. Gann indicator analyzes buy & sell signals in direction of the current trend. It's one of the most popular trend-following
indicators. The Gann approach is based on the premise that it is profitable to sell the market when it is up and to buy when it is
down. Its inherent volatility is the price of capitalizing on trade reversals. It gives accurate buy and sell signals in a specific time
frame, including the end of the time frame, without requiring any previous information. Gann has proven to be the best
indicator for back testing purposes. AIOTrade is a software for backtesting and real time analysis of technical analysis
indicators. For this reason it was created as a free and open source application. * Support for a wide range of indicators and
styles (including W.D. Gann) * Support for multiple timeframes and several types of charts. * Support for SQL 2000+
databases (Microsoft SQL Server). * Free and Open source. Source code is included and licensed as GPL AIOTrade Security
and Privacy: AIOTrade is secure from security point of view because its code is open source and freely available. AIOTrade is
also verified as being private because the database does not contain any personal information. The chart data are never stored
locally and only retrieved from Yahoo!. But a Java agent is installed on the user's computer to retrieve the data and transmit
them to the Java application. The agent is configured to automatically reload the cache if it finds a new quote file. It also
supports skipping data if the cache is out of date. The agent is configured to send cached data to AIOTrade. Any cache size
setting is a global setting and not user-specific. The agent can also be configured to not transmit any data, if the Java application
should be configured to not require any data. The agent can also be configured to run in a tray. If AIOTrade should be able to
work in tray mode, the agent should be run with trayicon and start minimized. The agent can also be configured to save network
statistics and show it in the tray icon. The agent can also be configured to send timing data to the Java application. This allows
the Java application to measure the roundtrip time between the agent and the server. If the user does not allow the agent to run
in tray mode, the agent can also be configured to save network statistics and show them in the tray icon. AI

What's New In?

========== AIOTrade is a free, open source stock technical analysis tool built on pure java. This blog is for developer of
open source projects. We offer a free, open source community forum, IRC support and a repository. You are welcome to join
and contribute. The main interest is the W.D. Gann approach. Here are some key features of "AIOTrade": ￭ Indicators: MACD,
OBV, ROC, KD, BIAS, DMI, RSI, MTM, WMS, GANN IMPORTANT DATES ￭ Drawing lines: LINE, PARALLEL LINE,
GANN ANGLE, FIBONACCI LINE, PERCENT, GOLDEN RATE, PERIODS, GANN IMPORTANT PERIODS ￭ Retrieves
quote data in parallel from Yahoo! Finance, or CSV files. ￭ Historical Chart ￭ Intra-Day Chart ￭ Real-Time Chart ￭ Ticker
Board ￭ Candle/Bar/Line ￭ Changes indicator's parameters ￭ Natural date / Trading date view ￭ Move left, right by [left],
[right] key ￭ Zoom in, Zoom out by [up], [down] key ￭ Fast moving cursor / day by day moving cursor ￭ Save/restore
parameters and drawing ￭ Carefully design for writing your own indicator easy, but in java (maybe will support scripts some
day) AIOTrade (Humai Trader) is a free, open source stock technical analysis tool built on pure java. AIOTrade is also a
platform for custom indicators and charts. The main interest is the W.D. Gann approach. Here are some key features of
"AIOTrade": ￭ Indicators: MACD, OBV, ROC, KD, BIAS, DMI, RSI, MTM, WMS, GANN IMPORTANT DATES ￭
Drawing lines: LINE, PARALLEL LINE, GANN ANGLE, FIBONACCI LINE, PERCENT, GOLDEN RATE, PERIODS,
GANN IMPORTANT PERIODS ￭ Retrieves quote data in parallel from Yahoo! Finance, or CSV files. ￭ Historical Chart ￭
Intra-Day Chart ￭ Real-Time Chart ￭ Ticker
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System Requirements:

Minimum specs: Windows 7/8 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.0 GHz RAM: 1 GB Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTS 450 1GB
/ AMD Radeon HD 6750 1GB Recommended specs: Processor: Intel Core i5-2500K @ 3.3 GHz RAM: 4 GB Graphics:
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 2GB / AMD Radeon HD 7970 3GB Recommended: Processor: Intel Core
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